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NO QUARTER TO BE SHOWN TO REBELS

Chancellor Says Reactionaries to Get Out of Army. WORKMEN ASK TROOPS

Delegates from St. Louis to Try to Get Help to Spanish Refugees; Leaders Fear Deaths.

AIR MAIL PLAN FAVORED

Senate Is for New York-Atlanta Extension. MULLINIX ALSO DOUBTED

Approval of Plan Expected in Favor of $7,000,000 Bill and God in Conference.

MINERS SELL SHAREHOLDINGS

Miners Sell Shareholdings for Cash in Face of Depression. MRLC (Special.)

HONEST GOODS URGED

Counselors' League Secretary Speaks at Lunch. TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS

Mrs. Frances Kelly Powell Plans Complete Sale of Sunset Press. MENT SIMILARLY.

LOGGERS FOIL ROBBERS

Police Told by Loggers and Steam Auto. TWO-MILL LEVI INDORED

Car Is Found Stolen on Road to Crescent; and Likely to Be Recovered.

POINDEXTER ABSENT. HOME STATE FORGETS

Washington Senator May Find Arbor Coated.

WOODE IS SECOND CHOICE


All that a fine Player-Piano should be

The Euphonia Inner-Player, though moderately priced, is distinctly an instrument of ultra quality. Its pure, resonant tone is the admiration of all who hear it. Its handsomely designed, well-finished case reflects the highest art of the master cabinetmaker. Every modern expression and player aid is provided—some exclusive Euphonia features found not even in player pianos of much higher price. Until you have seen, heard and played the Euphonia Inner-Player, you cannot appreciate what a splendid value it represents.

A small initial payment places the Euphonia in your home. You can pay the balance as you play!

This ad with your signature will bring catalogue and full information.

Name. Address. ---------

THE CHILDREN need MILK in the springtime

"Drink a quart a day"

Milk is the ideal drink of the springtime. This great gift of nature tones the entire system and builds up strength and energy.

Milk drinkers are usually able to do without the so-called spring tonic. Their daily drink contains all the ingredients doctors ordered for toning the system.

Milk contains sufficient quantities of iron, lime, magnesium, soda, sugar, phosphorous and oils to restore health to the rundown and nervous system.

FOR YOUR HEALTH'S SAKE, form the habit of drinking a quart a day.
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